It is an epic overflowing with heroes and hopefuls, scoundrels and screwballs. It is a saga spanning the quest for racial justice, the clash of labor and management, the transformation of popular culture, and the unfolding of the national pastime.
Life and Times of Hank Greenberg
DVD 1045

Biography of Hank Greenberg, the first Jewish baseball star.
When his brother leaves to join the resistance against Japan, Ho-ch'ang is torn between family duties and the newly arrived sport of baseball. A member of the first Korean baseball team, he is part of a growing sensation that gives the Korean people a sense of pride and hope in a time of crisis.
Ray Kinsella hears a voice, followed by a brief vision of a baseball field. He believes that if he builds a baseball diamond in his cornfield, Shoeless Joe Jackson from the infamous 1919 Chicago "Black" Sox will return to play baseball.
When the record books closed on Boston Red Sox outfielder Jimmy Piersall's career, it showed 17 seasons in the major leagues and an impressive lifetime batting average of .272. But before all that, Piersall faced a foe much tougher: mental illness.
Explores recent trends in the spread of things Japanese into everyday life in the United States: Sushi, Baseball, and Hello Kitty
Roy Hobbs, an unknown baseball player, comes out of seemingly nowhere to become a legendary player with almost divine talent.
Saipan Baseball from the Beginning DVD 5418

Documentary of the beginning of baseball in Saipan and its trips to the Micronesian Olympics and Games
Faced with a country that now doubted their loyalty following Pearl Harbor and struggling with their new situation, Japanese-American families turned to baseball as a way to handle their plight and find the strength to stand up for themselves.
Two members of a Japanese junior baseball team get mixed up with the local yakuza. To avenge their coach after he is severely injured by the gangsters, the two boys set off to Okinawa to purchase a gun. They are befriended by a psychotic yakuza outcast who is planning a revenge of his own.
At age 8, Neil and Brian played on the same baseball team in their small Kansas hometown. Now 10 years later, Neil is a hustler and Brian a nervous introvert who believes he has been abducted by aliens. As their lives intersect, they discover a shared past shrouded in mystery.
Terry Wolfmeyer is a sharp-witted suburban wife who is left alone to raise her four headstrong daughters when her husband unexpectedly disappears. Things get even more hectic around their house when Terry falls for her neighbor Denny, a once-great baseball star turned local radio D.J.